A T LOUER LEFT HAND CORNER OF SIGN
APPROVED LOOKING DEVICE TO BE STRAIGHT LOCATED
BY A METHOD APPROVED BY OTHER
SIGN IS TO BE STRAIGHT HINGED AT LOWER CENTERLINE AS SHOWN
GROUND CLEARANCE TO UNDERSIDE OF SIGN IS TO BE 10
FOR DETAILS OF SUPPORTS SEE DETAIL SHEET A 214 - W 5.3.0.6
LOWER PANEL - BLACK ON CLASS 1 REFLECTIVE YELLOW BACKGROUND
ON STANDARD GREEN BACKGROUND
REFLECTORS ON TOP PANEL - BLACK ON CLASS 1 REFLECTIVE YELLOW SIGN
LETTER TYPE: LANE 1 - 3.10MM KERFETTE 75% SPACING
LINES: 3.10MM 200MM 150MM 100MM
WITH 3.10MM OUTER YELLOW BORDER
BORDER ON LOWER PANEL TO BE 300MM BLACK